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ABSTRACT
Java is a popular programming language for teaching at university level. BlueJ is a popular tool for teaching Java to beginners.
We provide several analyses of Java use in BlueJ to answer three
questions: what use is made of different parts of Java by beginners
when learning to program; how has this pattern of use changed
between 2013 and 2019 in a longstanding language such as Java;
and to what extent do beginners follow the specific style that BlueJ
is designed to guide them into? These analyses allow us to see what
features are important in object-oriented introductory programming languages, which could inform language and tool designers
– and see to what extent the design of these programming tools
can have an effect on the way the language is used. We find that
many beginners disobey the guidelines that BlueJ promotes, and
that patterns of Java use are generally stable over time – but we
do see decreased exception use and a change in target application
domains away from GUI programming towards text processing.
We conclude that programming languages for novices could have
fewer built-in types but should retain rich libraries.
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1

INTRODUCTION

BlueJ is an educational programming tool designed to help beginners learn the core concepts of Object-Oriented Programming
(OOP) [19]. BlueJ was first released in 1999, and in the 20+ years
since it has grown to be used by over 2 million users a year. The
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Blackbox data collection system [9] is built-in to BlueJ and allows
analysis of data from all opted-in users. BlueJ has an opinionated
design: the design of the software itself and the supporting materials (particularly the popular “Objects First” textbook [4]) promote
a specific style of Java. For example, all fields should be private
and use accessors and mutators; classes should be capitalised while
fields and methods are not; all classes and methods should have a
header comment.
We have three research questions (RQs) about programming
style, given here with a justification of their importance:
• RQ1: how much use is made of various parts of the Java
language by programming novices? This can inform discussions on language levels and language design. For example, Racket
contains explicitly enforced language levels [14] to remove more
advanced concepts from the language itself for beginners. If we
were to do the same for Java, what should be in the lower levels?
Or, if we were to create a new language for novices, which concepts are important to include and what could potentially be left
out?
• RQ2: how effective is passively promoting a particular code
style in a tool? If everyone using BlueJ follows the intended
style, the promotion would seem to be effective, but if few people
follow the style, it is clear that this promotion was not effective.
This will provide useful lessons for designers of other tools who
may want to promote a teaching style.
• RQ3: do these issues of coding style and language usage
change over time? Computing is often thought of as a field of
dynamic change, but do our teaching practices settle into a stable
pattern, or do they continue to change even for a mature language
(Java is now twenty-five years old)? This will have implications
for tool designers, textbook authors and course designers, as to
whether and how they should update their tools/books/courses.
We have two data sets, one from 2013 and one from 2019, which
will let us examine possible changes over time.
This paper’s contribution is threefold. First, we provide a survey
of language use and style in Java “in the wild”: data logged from
home and classroom use worldwide. We provide this data for 2013
and 2019, to show possible changes over time. Second, we analyse
whether BlueJ’s coding style guidelines are concretely followed,
and subsequently reflect on whether promoting particular code
styles can be effective in a programming tool and its surrounding
ecosystem. Third, our analysis provides an exemplar analysis using
the new “Blackbox Mini” data subset and representation, and we
comment on the advantages of this data representation for program
analysis.

1.1

Related work

There has been much previous work on other aspects of programming novice behaviour in Java, for example compilation behaviour
[17], compiler error messages [5], debugging [1, 6], or period of
activity [10]. Errors have been a particular topic of interest, either compiler errors or the more general topic of programming
errors [16, 24]. Our interest in this paper is not in errors, but rather
in use of different programming features, as well as coding styles.
There has been some previous work to look at the coding style of
novices. Shneiderman [22] used multiple choice questions and fillin-the-blank tests to evaluate Fortran programmers’ behaviour, but
in an artificial setting rather than actual programming. There have
been experiments on how style affects comprehension [25], but
these used specific examples rather than examining what students
wrote themselves. There has been a large recent body of work
looking at coding style and code smells in block-based languages [2,
15, 20, 23]. A previous study applied a static analyser to some of the
Blackbox dataset [18], but this looked at semantic issues with coding
style (e.g. missing default in switch statements) rather than the more
human-oriented aspects (e.g. class naming) that we look at in this
paper. Another study [13] used a similar approach for the Processing
language. De Ruvo et al. [12] looked at Java coding style issues in
submitted solutions to a small set of specific assignments. Bafatakis
et al. [3] used StackOverflow as a dataset to look at style issues in
Python code, although this was among experienced programmers
rather than novices.
There has been previous work to examine the effect of active
interventions where tools provide style guidance [21] based on the
code the student wrote; in this study we instead examine the effect
of a passive intervention of altering programming tool design (e.g.
templates) and materials (e.g. textbooks) to encourage a particular
coding style in all programs.
We are not aware of any studies looking at language use over a
long time period as in this study.

2

BLUEJ AND BLACKBOX

BlueJ is a Java IDE primarily designed for novice programmers [19].
The design of BlueJ focuses on conveying object-oriented concepts
to the users. For example, via a representation of the class in the
IDE, it is possible to interactively instantiate a class and call its
methods via a contextual menu [19]. Thus BlueJ’s design is based
around an introduction to OOP from a direct practical interaction
with objects first. In contrast, other programming approaches tend
to focus on syntax first, and often leave objects until later courses
because they are viewed as an advanced topic.
Several aspects of BlueJ’s design specifically aim to influence
programming style:
• All new classes in BlueJ are generated from a fixed template
which has a Javadoc comment for the class and method. This
encourages users to retain such comments, and aims to start a
habit of always providing such a comment.
• The template always has access specifiers (public, private, etc)
on classes, fields and methods. In Java it is usually possible in
single-package programs to omit all such specifiers (the default
being package-wide visibility) and still have a program compile,
but this template hints that the access specifiers should be given.

• There is no need for a main method (the infamous public static
void main(String[] args)) in BlueJ. Code can be executed by
constructing an object or invoking a method in the GUI. Not
only does this mean that students can avoid the complicated
main method syntax at first, but it also moves away from the
command-line style of programming that the main method (with
its command-line arguments) implies.
BlueJ’s ecosystem also comprises several resources for educators in accordance with the aforementioned principles. The BlueJ
textbook [4] is co-written by BlueJ’s creator and proposes a pedagogical approach of OOP by providing code project examples and
exploring the functionalities of BlueJ. The book’s authors present
OOP through projects and software engineering concepts (e.g. designing classes, handling errors) rather than simply referencing
Java language constructs, and they provide a specific code style
that is adhered to throughout the book and explicitly given in the
appendix. The Blueroom is an official BlueJ teacher’s community
website where members can share teaching resources; the most
popular resources are those written by BlueJ’s creators, which again
espouse the same coding style.

2.1

Blackbox

From BlueJ 3.1.0, users can opt-in to take part in an anonymised
data collection project named Blackbox [9]. The data is sent from
the users’ machines to a central server where it is stored in an SQL
database. Blackbox is available to other researchers and has been
used for several studies [5]. We presented a summary of its usages
up until 2018 in a retrospective paper [7].
Inspired by feedback from researchers that the data schema is
unwieldy, we introduced Blackbox Mini at SIGCSE 2020 [8]. Blackbox Mini contains a subset of the Blackbox data-set. The source
files are stored in srcML [11], an XML-based markup language
created by Collard and Maletic to represent the source code of several programming languages. Blackbox Mini data can be analysed
using any XML processing techniques, for example using XPath
queries. Blackbox Mini now comprises two slices: one that covers the first million events of the BlackBox data-set (in 2013), and
another covering a million events of 2019.

3

ANALYSES AND RESULTS

To answer our research questions, we performed multiple different code analyses. Our RQ1, concerning the use of different Java
language features, is investigated by looking at:
• use of different Java data types in the source code, and
• use of different Java keywords and constructs in the source code.
Our RQ2, concerning promotion of the BlueJ preferred Java coding
style, is investigated by looking at:
• use of Javadoc comments,
• adherence to naming conventions (class names should start with
a capitalised letter, method and variable names should not),
• the use of the standard public static void main (String[] args)
method in the project (not needed in BlueJ),
Our RQ3, concerning change over time, is investigated by performing all of the analyses on both the 2013 and 2019 data set, and then
comparing the results.

countJavadocFiles = 0
for filename in filenames:
countJavadoc = 0
root = ET.parse(os.path.join(dirpath, filename)).getroot()
for inner in reversed(root.findall('.//unit')):
if inner.get("compile−success") == "true":
for innerJavadoc in inner.findall('.//comment'):
if not (innerJavadoc.text is None):
if innerJavadoc.get('format') == 'javadoc':
countJavadoc += 1
break
if countJavadoc != 0:
countJavadocFiles += 1
if countJavadocFiles != 0:
print "This␣project␣has␣javadoc."
else:
print "This␣project␣does␣not␣have␣javadoc."
Figure 1: Example snippet of analysis using Python and
XPath on srcML files to determine whether any files contain
Javadoc comments. As this example shows, such analyses
only require a few lines of code and simple XPath queries
(for example, “.//comment” finds all comments in the source
within the current node).

3.1

Data and Method

The data used is the Blackbox Mini subset of the Blackbox database.
There are two data sets: one from the start of Blackbox in 2013,
and a matched data set in 2019. The 2013 data set covers the first
million events of Blackbox, from June 2013, and has 10,657 projects
containing 24,217 files, belonging to 10,455 users. The 2019 data set
is matched on the time of year and number of projects, and only
contains projects from new users. It has 10,657 projects containing
31,285 files from 10,576 users. Each Blackbox project belongs to
exactly one user, so the number of projects-per-user is 1.02 and 1.01
for the two data sets. Since this ratio is so close to 1, we report only
proportion of projects here, but this can also be understood as the
proportion of users.
The following results have been retrieved using XPath expressions and Python to process the srcML files in the BlackBox Mini
data set. To give an idea of the kind of analysis that is used with the
srcML format, the source code of an example analysis is given in
Figure 1. The analyses examine only the last successfully compiled
version of each source file. If no such version is found, the project
would have beeen dropped from the statistics; however, all files
have at least one successful compilation in both the 2013 or 2019
data sets.

3.2

Javadoc Comments

BlueJ’s guidelines [19] give prominence to the use of comments
in code. If a user creates a new class in BlueJ, the default template
contains a Javadoc1 comment for the class and the method. The
1 Javadoc

is a specific comment format beginning /** that indicates a documentation
comment.

only way to have a class without these is to later remove them, or
import an existing source file without them into a BlueJ project.
Our analysis found that 48.6% (5,179) of 2013 projects did not
have Javadoc, and neither did 46.1% (4,918) of 2019 projects. This
indicates a stable pattern over time of half the projects lacking
Javadoc. In light of the aforementioned templating, this means
users are actively removing the Javadoc and not putting it back. We
do see instances in the data of users deleting the entire templated
content and typing in a new class from scratch, which indicates that
templates in programming IDEs are actively “resisted” by users, and
may not be very effective – and that users are relatively unswayed
by widespread Java guidelines telling them to provide such comments. In case the issue was that users were using comments without the Javadoc syntax, a brief follow-up analysis looking for class
header non-Javadoc comments was performed, but did not show
any difference to this result.

3.3

Main method

When running Java from the command line, it is necessary to have
a main method with the signature public static void main(String
[] args). This was often held up as an example of unnecessary
verbosity and confusion for Java beginners. BlueJ does not require
this method because any method can be directly invoked, and it is
only introduced later in the Objects First textbook [19]. However,
students using other material may be told to include it, and if the
students want to export the program to run outside BlueJ, it would
also be necessary.
We found that in 2013, 53.7% (5,721) of projects had a class with
a main method, and in 2019 the figure was 28.8% (3,065). This
suggests that users may now be relying less on teaching materials
that require adding a main method.

3.4

Wrong naming conventions

The Java naming convention, which is mirrored in the Objects First
textbook and all BlueJ examples, is that class names should start
with a capital letter, while fields and methods should not.
For the 2013 data set, 10.5% (1,115) of all projects did not have
proper class names; in 2019 this was 24.2% (2,583). For the method
names, in 2013 there were 2.6% (276) of all projects without proper
method names and in 2019 it was 5.4% (574). For field names, in 2013
there were 26.1% (2,783) of all projects without proper field names,
and in 2019 this was 12.4% (1,324). So although the misnaming of
classes and methods doubled, the number of misnamed fields halved.
One way to look at this is rather than a trend towards incorrect
capitalisation for each, instead it is a trend in the classes and fields
to always use lower-case names (which are considered wrong for
Java classes, but correct for Java fields). This may come from other
programming languages where lower-case is common (e.g. Python)
or perhaps a trend in keyboard typing to not use capital letters.

3.5

Data type usage

Java variables (including local variables, fields, parameters, etc)
must always be declared with a specific type2 . We can look at
2 Since Java 11 – supported in BlueJ since 2019 – this is not technically true. The new
var keyword allows local type inference. We only found 11 projects that used it in 2019,
which is not large enough to affect our results, so we will ignore it in this analysis.

Data Type 2013 Projects 2019 Projects
int
5,881 (55.2%) 7,011 (65.8%)
String
4,622 (43.4%) 4,650 (43.6%)
double
2,532 (23.8%) 2,222 (20.9%)
1,484 (13.9%) 1,560 (14.6%)
boolean
float
813 (07.6%)
293 (02.7%)
char
336 (03.2%)
672 (06.3%)
long
229 (02.1%)
274 (02.6%)
43 (00.4%)
60 (00.6%)
byte
short
30 (00.3%)
62 (00.6%)
Table 1: Frequency of all primitive data types and String,
in descending order of their combined total. Each count is
the number of projects that contain at least one variable declared with that type.

the types used for variable declarations to get an impression of
which types are used by programmers. Note that because we look
at declarations, this code will not count as having an int:
System.out.println(7);
because there are no int variables, but this one will:
int x = 7;
System.out.println(x);
Although the behaviour of the code is equivalent, they are different from a student’s perspective, because they have had to explicitly
think about the type and declare the variable in the second case. So
we feel it is justified to count the second case as using an int but not
the first. We count the number of projects using the type rather than
the instances of the type, because otherwise a project with many
uses of a particular type could bias the statistics. As mentioned
earlier, the number of projects using the type is also an effective
proxy for the number of users using a type. The frequencies for
primitive types and String3 are shown in Table 1.
To give a comparison, the other most frequent data type names in
2013 were Graphics (1,782 projects), ArrayList (1,684) Color (1,664)
and JFrame (1,660); in 2019 they were Scanner (1,700 projects),
ArrayList (653), Graphics (535) and JFrame (501). This list has a
long tail, with 2,409 different data type names in 2013 and 3,101
in 2019. Many refer to types declared within the current project
and thus have frequency one. Primitive types (excluding String)
accounted for 50.2% of all variables in 2013, and 51.9% in 2019.
The number of projects that contained a variable declared with
a standard collection class (which are supplied in the Java standard
libraries) type were as follows: List (265 projects in 2013, 353 in
2019), ArrayList (1,684 in 2013, 654 in 2019), Map (56 in 2013, 108
in 2019) and HashMap (172 in 2013, 206 in 2019). This suggests
that users usually use the concrete type (ArrayList, HashMap) for
a variable’s type, rather than the canonical interface (List, Map).
Iterator was used in 209 projects in 2013 and 192 in 2019.
We also looked specifically at type use in catch statements, which
changed between 2013 and 2019. In 2013 the most frequently used
types in catch blocks in projects were IOException (1504 projects),
3 String

is not a primitive type in Java, but it is so commonly used that we feel it
deserves treating like one here.

Construct
2013 Projects 2019 Projects
if
4,782 (44.9%) 4,090 (38.4%)
for-loop
2,797 (26.2%) 3,354 (31.5%)
while loop
2,500 (23.5%) 1,606 (15.1%)
2007 (18.8%)
902 (08.5%)
try
throw statement
894 (08.4%)
250 (02.3%)
throws declaration
352 (03.3%)
546 (05.1%)
switch
305 (02.8%)
564 (05.3%)
237 (02.2%)
406 (03.8%)
do-while loop
Table 2: Frequency of selected program constructs, in descending order of their combined total. Each count is the
number of projects that contain at least one of that construct.
Note that the for-loop entry includes both types of Java forloop: C-style and for-each.

Exception (1326 projects), InterruptedException (500), NumberFormatException (79). In 2019 the most frequent were Exception (464
projects), IOException (310), InterruptedException (26), NullPointerException (25). We discuss this later in the paper.
These results can provide some insight into the changes in GUI
programming over time; in 2013, Java’s primary toolkit was Swing,
while in 2019 in theory JavaFX is the best option (in this time, BlueJ
switched from Swing to JavaFX). Looking at the window classes
as a guide, Swing’s window class JFrame went from being used
in 1,660 projects in 2013 to 501 projects in 2019, while JavaFX’s
window class Stage went from 0 in 2013 to 118 projects in 2019.
This suggests that JavaFX in general has not yet caught on, and
also hints that GUI programming may have declined as a use case
in BlueJ in that time. For comparison, Scanner (a class commonly
used for text parsing) went from 704 in 2013 to 1,700 in 2019.

3.6

Java constructs and modifiers

To get an overview of the use of different aspects of the Java language, we looked at the use of Java keywords in particular program
constructs (e.g. while-loops) and modifiers (e.g. static, or private).
A ranking of different program constructs is provided in Table 2.
From 2013 to 2019 we see a shift away from while loops towards
for-loops and do-while loops. The switch (multiway comparison
statement, often called select or case in other languages) statement
also sees an increase, but remains infrequently used.
We also see a halving of the use of the try statements. We have
also included some relevant further statistics: the use of the throw
statement (which throws an exception) has decreased markedly, but
the use of the throws declaration (which indicates that a method
may throw an uncaught exception) has increased. This suggests a
decreased use of exceptions, and a decrease in catching the exceptions that do occur.
Several Java keywords are very infrequently used by beginners:
strictfp, native, transient, assert, volatile all have under 20 projects
using them in each year, and synchronized is similarly rare.
Many specifiers in Java (e.g. private) can be applied to multiple
different constructs (e.g. classes, variables), so we separate these
out: we provide counts of use for class specifiers, method specifiers
and variable specifiers in Table 3. We note some patterns here.

Classes
Methods
Variables
Specifier 2013 Projects 2019 Projects 2013 Projects 2019 Projects 2013 Projects 2019 Projects
public
9,548 (89.6%) 8,339 (78.2%) 9,766 (91.6%) 8,650 (81.2%) 1,641 (15.4%)
597 (05.6%)
protected
3 (00.0%)
0 (00.0%)
95 (00.9%)
132 (01.2%)
124 (01.2%)
132 (01.2%)
private
235 (02.2%)
323 (03.0%) 1,392 (13.1%) 1,065 (10.0%) 4,675 (43.9%) 4,480 (42.0%)
static
716 (06.7%)
84 (00.8%) 8,001 (75.1%) 5,299 (49.7%) 2,661 (25.0%)
949 (09.0%)
Table 3: Frequency of specifiers for classes, methods and variables. Each count is the number of projects that contain at least
one of that specifier applied to a class, method or variable respectively.
The amount of static methods decreased from 75.1% to 49.7%
between 2013 and 2019. It should be remembered that in 2013, 53.7%
of projects had a class with a static main method, and in 2019 the
figure was 28.8%. So most of this drop in static methods is accounted
for by the reduction in main methods. The drop in static classes
and fields may be driven by this, too – if a user’s primary code is in
a static main method, they are likely to make their variables static
to be able to access them, but this is not necessary if their code is
in an instance method.
Protected is very rarely used; public is the most common specifier. In BlueJ most projects are a single package, so public is not
necessary (you can omit the specifier to get package-wide access in
Java) on classes for the code to compile. Therefore users are retaining the public from the class template or re-entering it. This is in
contrast to the earlier Javadoc finding where users were removing
things provided by the template. The use of public fields (generally
considered bad practice, and never used in the BlueJ coding style)
declined noticeably between 2013 and 2019, from 1,641 down to
597. Many of these public fields are likely to be static constants.

3.7

Lambda Expressions

We briefly examined the use of lambda expressions. Lambda expressions were introduced in 2013, so they were only present in
the 2019 data set. Only 0.27% of projects from the 2019 data set had
lambda expressions, suggesting they are rarely used by beginners.

4

DISCUSSION

In this section we relate our results back to our research questions.

4.1

RQ1: how much use do novices make of
various parts of the Java language?

It is unsurprising that some obscure keywords (e.g. native methods) are unused by beginners, as they are intended for expert use.
But there are other intermediate concepts that go almost unused,
including synchronized access and the new lambda expressions.
We would expect the use of lambda expressions may still grow in
future, but six years after their release, only 0.3% of projects are
using them, suggesting that most Java novices and educators view
lambdas as too advanced for beginners. Functional programming
educators will no doubt disagree.
The post-condition do-while loop is less popular than the precondition while loop, but the gap is narrowing. If-statements are
the most popular construct, but interestingly only around 41.6%
of projects feature them. We had expected this number to have
been much higher; this perhaps indicates that selection is not as
important for initial programming as we had expected.

The most commonly used data types for variables are int and
String, followed by double and boolean. There is a fairly convincing
argument for dropping most of the rest of Java’s built-in types
for novices. The other integral types (byte, short, long) are rarely
used, and float has declined in usage. Obviously this is not feasible
for the existing Java language, but designers of new languages
for beginners would be justified in offering one integral type, one
floating point type, a boolean and a string type.
Container classes were popular, but users preferred to declare
variables with the concrete type (ArrayList, HashMap) rather than
the abstract canonical interface (List, Map) as some educators recommend, perhaps due to a lack of understanding of the principles
of inheritance. Usage of iterators was constant between 2013 and
2019, suggesting that the slow move from iterators to for-each loops
started by Java 5 in 2004 has now completed.

4.2

RQ2: how effective is passively promoting a
particular code style in a tool?

BlueJ contains various measures, especially its class templates, to
promote good practice, and this is consistent across supporting
materials. This seems to not be fully effective in imposing a code
style. From a user’s perspective, this is fine: BlueJ promotes one
style but will accept all valid Java. From a designer’s perspective, it
is disappointing that such passive measures do not seem to have a
strong impact. Despite BlueJ not needing a main method, over half
of the users in 2013 still supplied one – although this decreased to
just over a quarter in 2019. This strong shift seems surprising when
BlueJ and Java were both already over ten years old.
Educators will probably be unsurprised that students do not comment well, but our data shows that even when given the comments,
students will remove them rather than leave them in the source
code. The treatment of access permissions was much more in line
with commonly accepted code practice: private fields were more
commonly used than public fields, and this improved over time.
The amount of users following Java naming conventions has
decreased over time. Our interpretation of this result is not so much
a trend towards incorrect style, but rather a trend toward a lowercase style, that may be borrowed from other languages or from a
proposed wider tendency to use less capitalisation.

4.3

RQ3: do these issues of coding style and
language usage change over time?

Many patterns of usage were stable over time, varying only a few
percent between 2013 and 2019, which suggests that such a comparison is reasonable on this size of data set. For example, Strings were
used in 43.4% of projects in 2013 and 43.6% in 2019; if-statements

were used in 44.9% of 2013 projects and 38.4% of 2019 projects. We
have no particular reason to expect changes in such fundamental
aspects of the language. This gives us a basis to examine some of
the other changes, such as the change in main method mentioned
in the previous section.
Usage of built-in data types was generally stable over time, but
the use of other types varied more widely. We detected a possible
change in programming tasks, with GUI classes declining in BlueJ
between 2013 and 2019, while text-parsing classes (e.g. Scanner)
increased during the same time. It may be that educators have
moved GUI programming from the first course (where BlueJ is most
often used) to later courses (where they may move on from BlueJ to
another Java IDE, like IntelliJ) and hence what looks like a decline
in use is actually a postponement in use. Another hypothesis is that
GUIs are increasingly being covered in Web development courses.
The use of the for loop increased, and the use of the while loop
decreased. We hypothesise that the introduction and the subsequent
teaching of “for each” style loops in Java 5 contributed to this
phenomenon, rather than our initial hypothesis of a longstanding
movement away from Iterator (the latter has equally been observed
between 2013 and 2019).
A noticeable shift was found in exception behaviour. The use of
try-catch and throw roughly halved between 2013 and 2019, while
the use of throws (indicating a method may propagate the given
exception) increased. This suggests users are writing less exceptionhandling code, in favour of propagating them out to other methods
and/or not catching them at all. The use of IOException in catch
blocks reduced by around 80% from 2013 to 2019; this may partly
relate to an increase of use in the Scanner class, in which the reading
methods do not throw any IOException.
There was also a big reduction in the use of static methods and
fields from 2013 and 2019. We believe this was primarily driven by
the reduction in use of the static main method, but it may also be a
sign that instructors who previously used static as a way to “escape”
the strongly object-oriented nature of Java have either moved to
true object-orientation, or moved on from Java (e.g. to Python).

5

LIMITATIONS

There are potential confounds with the 2013 data set. This data
set was collected at the launch of Blackbox. Users would appear
in Blackbox for the first time after they started using BlueJ 3.1.0.
However, there is no way to distinguish between first-time users
and pre-existing users who upgraded. Therefore it is possible that
users in the 2013 data set had more experience than users in the 2019
data set, although neither are guaranteed to be novices. (Much as
students who come to a college introductory programming class are
not guaranteed to be novices, there is no guarantee that someone
loading BlueJ for the first time is or is not a novice.) This also means
that their projects may have been worked on before upgrading,
although the data shows that the 2013 cohort have less files per
project on average, suggesting that this may not be an issue.
A standard caveat of Blackbox research is that Blackbox, and
therefore Blackbox Mini, does not contain user-profile information.
We are thus unable to know the background of BlueJ users, such
as their experience with other programming languages, or their
current programming task. However, for the analyses in this paper,

this is not a particular limitation as we were interesting in programming use “in the wild” in BlueJ without regard to institution or
course or a specific programming task.
The analyses here all look at syntactic information, rather than
a full semantic analysis of programs. For example, our analysis of
data type use looks at variable declarations, rather than implicit use
of types within expressions. So code with an intermediate variable
might show a data type use that code with method chaining would
not. We believe that in terms of analysis effort, syntactic analysis
is an order of magnitude simpler than a full semantic analysis of
a program, and thus where syntactic analyses can be used as a
reasonable proxy for a fuller analysis, this is wise and justifiable.

6

CONCLUSION

We examined three research questions in this paper:
• We found that BlueJ users do not use all of the language, and
in particular the number of built-in data types they use is small.
We suggest that beginner languages only need one integral type,
one floating point type, a boolean and a string type built-in.
However, use of other types varies widely, and BlueJ users make
use of many different library classes.
• We found that although the BlueJ tool promotes a certain style of
coding, this does not seem to have a strong effect on users, who
are presumably instead influenced by their learning materials,
instructor, and prior experiences. Passive promotion of coding
practices in the tool does not seem to be a strong factor.
• We found that many coding patterns are stable over time in
this size of data set (roughly ten thousand projects in each of
2013 and 2019). The main shifts were found in use of syntax
constructs and data types, particularly a change in exception
behaviour and the use of static methods and fields. The usage
of library data types changed; we believe this was because of a
shift in the type of programming assignment being performed.
Our analyses were performed using small analyses on code
stored in the srcML format. Our experience was that this XML
format makes adding extra analyses straightforward, and we believe that this data format (and the Blackbox Mini data set that uses
it) is a promising avenue for source code analysis in programming
education research. An example analysis is given in Figure 1 and
uses under 20 lines of Python to count the number of source files in
a project with a Javadoc comment. Our other analyses are similar
in terms of code complexity.
An obvious avenue for our future work is to use further slices
taken from intervening years, both to improve the validity of our
analysis through increased sample size, and to check whether the
patterns over time are stable trends.
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